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The "HOBBY" hauler is a small unique winch with a "built-in" 2-
stroke petrol  engine, integrated fuel tank and transmission to ob-
tain correct ratio.The engine is speed-controlled in such a way that 
the user has full control of  the in- hauling.The petrol engine is 
string-started and is one of  the most silenced 2-stroke engines on 
the market. Noise protection is not required.The hauler is 
equipped with two (2) sets of  sheaves - one for net/rope and one 
for rope/longline. Due to its compact assembling, boat stand 
solution and extreamly low weight, it is suitable for all types of  
small fishing boats. 

Please see enclosed technical data. 

F I N A L L Y !!! 
Sea Machine Trading is introducing the solution for all 
sports fishers!! 

NO HYDRAULIC OR ELECTRICAL 
CONNECTING!! 

The "HOBBY" hauler is manufactured to every sports 
fishermen who enjoy sports fishing using net, long line, 
craw fish or other deep water line. Unique in weight 
and price! 
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SPORT FISHERMAN`S DREAM

 

The winch consist of a "low noise" 2-stroke high quality petrol engine (Kawasaki) 
The engine is connected to a transmission (gear box), via a "connecting piece" to 
obtain correct ratio. The Connecting piece is patenteded has several functions, ea 
centrifugal clutching. The winch has two sets of sheaves; one for net & rope and one 
for rope & long line. Materials used is plastic (polyethylene)to withstand 
+/- 60 degrees C, sea water resistance aluminium and stainless steel. Recommended 
fuel for the engine is Acrylat (environmental fuel) or unleaded 95 octane fuel mixed 
with 2-stroke motor oil, 2 % mixture.  

Do NOT use outboard motor oil. 

Lifting capasity: 
Inhauling capasity:
Weight of  winch: 
Aver. endurance full tank:
Measures
Lengde:
Diameter motordeksel:
Diameter skiver:

120 kg
0 - 30 meter/min. - stepless 
7,5 kg
Approx. 1,5 hour 

320 mm
310 mm
240 mm

Accessories:

1. Aut. Self  hauling 
2. Crab bar. 
3. Wheel deep water line (under development)

CE-Certified 
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